This issue of the *International Journal of Web Services Research* (IWSR) collects five papers on various topics of Web services.

The first article is titled *Karma2: Provenance Management for Data Driven Workflows*. Simmhan, Plale, and Gannon address the issue of how to record uniform and usable provenance metadata of a workflow, which meets the domain needs while minimizing the modification burden on the service authors and the performance overhead on the workflow engine and the services. They propose a framework that generates discrete provenance activities during the lifecycle of a workflow execution that can be aggregated to form data and process provenance graphs.

The second article is titled *Mining and Improving Composite Web Services Recovery Mechanisms*. Bhiri, Gaaloul, and Godart explore how to ensure reliability of composite services. They present a reengineering approach that examines composite service executions logs to improve recovery mechanisms. Their approach is centered on a set of mining techniques that analyze transactional behaviors of a composite service from an event-based log.

The third article is titled *Business Process Control-flow Complexity: Metric, Evaluation, and Validation*. Cardoso presents a metric to analyze the control-flow complexity of business processes. The metric is evaluated in terms of Weyuker’s properties. Experimental results are also reported.

The fourth article is titled *Result Refinement in Web Services Retrieval based on Multiple Instances Learning*. Zou, et al. intend to enhance the traditional category-based service location approach in UDDI registries. They present a method to refine coarse matching results through iterations. The key idea is to examine the operations provided by a candidate service to ensure that they are usable to users.
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